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Introduction

WordPress is just a toy for bloggers

Unicorns. Mermaids. Werewolves. Big Foot. The Loch Ness
Monster. What do all of these things have in common? They’re
all mythical creatures that were once thought to actually exist
in folklore, but have been classified as pseudoscience today.
Sometimes, perceptions persist even if they aren’t true, but that
doesn’t mean we’re stuck with them.

If you placed WordPress on a spectrum between toy and tool, the
fact is, WordPress fits as both. While WordPress use to be a toy
for bloggers (and still technically can be used that way), it has
also evolved and is equipped for the enterprise.

Take WordPress, what was once a blogging platform now powers
over 28 percent of the web. Everything from personal blogs to
enterprise websites can be built using the CMS.
WordPress is no longer an amateur tool, yet some still perceives it to
be “that one blogging platform.”
Is WordPress really just a toy for bloggers? In this white paper, we’ll
debunk that and some of the biggest myths about WordPress today.

WordPress is the most popular CMS on the planet, taking
gigantic strides over competitors Drupal and Joomla, which only
power a mere x and x percent of the market share respectively.
(source: https://trends.builtwith.com/cms). In addition, as stated
above, today WordPress powers over a quarter of the web at a
staggering 28 percent of all websites (and growing).
There are a ton of bloggers who use the “.com” version of
WordPress for its free hosting and in-house security features.
However, those looking to take a more robust approach use
the “.org” version as a platform to build virtually anything they
desire...blogs, applications, stores, and so on.
Just a few notable brands using WordPress to power their online
presence include: TechCrunch, Beyoncé, MTV News, Walt
Disney, and more.
Not only do these brands use WordPress because it is costeffective compared to other solutions like Adobe, but it also
offers enough flexibility in front-end design, with powerful, open
source backend features. WordPress’ open source nature means
anyone can download the software, a theme, or a plugin, and
tweak the code the way they want. It’s not a closed end solution.
If you still disbelieve this, check out 14 Things You Didn’t Realize
You Could Do With WordPress.
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It’s not good for ecommerce
If looking to sell tangible or digital goods or services online,
WordPress is an excellent choice for an online shop.
The most popular solution is WooCommerce, which currently
powers 41 percent of all ecommerce stores. WooCommerce is a
super easy solution to use even without much technical knowledge.
However, there is the common misconception that WooCommerce
can’t scale. Without investing in hosting, you could endure issues
with scaling for traffic. WP Engine addresses many of these issues
with its ecommerce plan dedicated for WooCommerce clients.
However, you aren’t just limited to WooCommerce on WordPress.
There are plenty of integrations for other solutions, like Shopify for
example, who built a plugin to integrate WordPress and Shopify.
With the Shopify ecommerce plugin, you can make any WordPress
page or blog shoppable, adding ecommerce functionality to your
WordPress site.
Other WordPress ecommerce solutions include BigCommerce,
Volusion, and Magento.

It’s not ready for the enterprise
Along the lines of “WordPress is exclusively for blogs,” this myth is
outdated and false. It is untrue that the WordPress platform is suited
only for small businesses. In its 14-year evolution WordPress has
grown up; even a monstrous global company with a huge amount of
web traffic can build a robust website using using WordPress thanks
to huge amount of plugins and add-ons.
In many ways, WordPress has become much of an enterprise player
itself. WordPress is generating millions in revenue every year,
acquiring reputable companies, and is constantly the source of buzz
in the tech community. Additionally, enterprise companies thrive
from successful integration. The WordPress REST API represents
a clean and easy way for systems of all kind to be integrated with
WordPress, removing limitations and creating possibilities.
The only limitation for enterprise level companies in using
WordPress belong to the user itself. An immersion in the
platform and a knowledge of the vast amount of customization
and functionality that WordPress offers is all it takes to
understand that WordPress is more than suited for enterprise
companies. Still not convinced? Maybe it’s worth noting that
Forbes, The New York Times, and Ebay are just a few enterprise
level companies using WordPress.
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It’s not secure / more likely to be
hacked
There is absolutely no proof that WordPress is any less secure than
any other CMS site. Truth is, all sites are vulnerable to security
breaches, including WordPress. Because of it’s sheer volume on the
web (about 28%), it attracts attacks. But WordPress is not a new
platform. During its decade long evolution, WordPress has released
a number of informative security tutorials as well as reliable
security plugins. And as WordPress continues to grow and mature,
the security plugins only get more advanced resulting in decreased
unblocked hacks.
Each new update brings tougher security measures and features.
However, the true security of a WordPress site comes from the
user’s ability to consistently update themes, plugins, and add-ons
and maintain backups. Users should also create complex passwords
and change them often. Nearly 80 percent of actual security
threats and infections are due to a vulnerability caused in outdated
software/password exploits. A digital experience platform like
that offered by WP Engine is guaranteed to ensure indestructible
security for your WordPress site.

Plugins aren’t reliable
The WordPress Plugin Directory is now filled with 51,118 plugins.
However, not all plugins are created equal. Some are small and
straightforward while others require sophisticated activation and
requirements. However, the most important thing to do when
adding plugins is make sure they have been updated recently, have a
relatively high number of downloads, and are actively supported by
the developer. Do research on the plugins compatibility and test the
plugin before going live.
Want to access the best, most reliable plugins by category? Check out
The Ultimate Guide to Plugins for the highly-rated, vetted plugins
that’ll help you revamp your site no matter what you need.

WordPress isn’t scalable
Because WordPress is an open source platform that also happens
to be free, the question of scalability is always a concern. Will your
site be able to handle a sudden traffic spike? If you create the right
environment, you can definitely build a WordPress site that is
scalable and able to handle any amount of traffic.
Some of the key ways to appropriately scale a WordPress site is
by creating a suitable and sustainable development environment,
effective horizontal scaling, caching, and query performance.
Design-wise, WordPress can be used as a simple blogging website
using a built-in theme or can be scaled to have a complex and
sophisticated design structure using complex tools.
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No support
Since no one owns WordPress and it’s free for everyone, there must
be no one out there to help you, right? Wrong. WordPress has a
very active community of developers, designers, content producers,
marketers, support representatives and more. WordPress offers
community based support forums intended for learning, sharing,
and troubleshooting. Additionally, a plethora of resources from
numerous blogs and companies associated with the WordPress
platform continually provide educational content to maintain a topnotch WordPress site.
There are also CDN options which involve routing your site through
a reverse proxy and leveraging caching at this level. Offloading
content through this type of CDN can be valuable for sites with
extremely high levels of traffic. They allow for custom configuration
of caching for pages and files as well if you want a more granular
approach to caching. By using this kind of CDN, it helps offload a
good portion of the server processing to cache it instead.

Not responsive (future-proof)
If you want your WordPress site to be future-proof, you can
make your WordPress site future-proof. Easily. Taking the proper
precautions will guarantee a site that will last. Most importantly,
back up everything regularly. Never neglect security. Choose a
solid theme that allows maximum functionality. Create a child
theme to ensure safe updates, extendibility, and to make sure your
site is fallback safe. Strategically use WordPress snippets, hooks
and filters. Lastly, create a staging site where you can test updates,
and experiment. WP Engine’s digital experience platform offers
numerous tools and features to keep your site future-proof including
site staging, automatic and frequent updates, and more!

Go Further With WP Engine
At WP Engine, we know WordPress isn’t simply a toy. In fact, we
believe that the combination of WordPress and WP Engine are
the key to an unforgettable digital experiences. Our world-class
software and service in conjunction with the speed and innovation
of WordPress is the key to an optimum user experience. Here’s a few
other ways we help you create the best WordPress site your business:
• A Platform That Won’t Hinder You- Development Tools such
as automated backups, one click staging and copy sites that allow
you to build, customize and manage your ideal WordPress site
• Technology For High-Level Performance- Sites that run four
to six times faster, EverCache for ultimate scalability, and highly
available architecture built to handle unexpected traffic spikes
• Intelligence For Actionable Insight- An intelligence suite
(Content Performance, Page Performance, and Application
Performance) that employs analytics to know what’s working
and what’s not on your site
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About WP Engine
WP Engine powers amazing digital experiences for websites and
applications built on WordPress. The company’s premium managed hosting
platform provides the performance, reliability and security required by the
biggest brands in the world, while remaining affordable and intuitive
enough for smaller businesses and individuals. Companies of all sizes rely
on WP Engine’s award-winning customer service team to quickly solve
technical problems and create a world-class customer experience. Founded
in 2010, WP Engine is headquartered in Austin, Texas and has offices in
Limerick, Ireland, San Francisco, California, San Antonio, Texas,
and London, England.
www.wpengine.com
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